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ABSTRACT 

There have been many big earthquakes causing numerous casualties and large economical 
loss in the world. Even in the 21st century, there are nine earthquake disasters with more than 
5,000 fatalities. For minimizing negative impact due to natural hazard, there is a 
comprehensive disaster management system, which is composed of seven-phase 
countermeasures. They are three pre-event measures, ‘damage mitigation’, ‘preparedness’, 
and ‘disaster prediction and early warning’, and four post-event countermeasures, ‘damage 
assessment’, ‘emergency disaster response’, ‘recovery’, and ‘reconstruction’. There are three 
players for each countermeasure, individuals and companies for self-help effort, community 
and/or group for mutual assistance, and national to local governments for public support. 
Based on the experiences and lessons learnt from past disasters, I have developed a new 
system that can support making proper regional disaster management plan and this will be a 
base for making action plans for each player and each phase of countermeasures considering 
natural and social conditions of the target regions. With the proposed system, ideal and 
current situation matrixes of disaster countermeasure can be created and by comparing the 
two, prioritized specific actions for each player can be indicated.  
We cannot prevent earthquake occurrence. Earthquake does not kill people but structures do. 
It is very difficult to save people by post-event countermeasures, such as search and rescue 
operations. Today’s poor-quality structures will be negative inheritance in next generations 
and attack their society. Today’s poor disaster management system will cause more damage 
in the future. However we can drastically reduce earthquake damage by creating disaster 
resilient society which is possible by implementing seven-phase structural and non-structural 
measures, both of which are locally feasible and acceptable, in a well-balanced manner. 
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pre-event and post-event countermeasure, disaster life cycle 
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Lessons learned from past big earthquake disasters and comprehensive disaster management 
for implementation of disaster resilient society 

I have been testing these methods regarding applicability not only for brick and/or adobe 
single story masonry houses but for other masonry structures, such as shapeless stone 
masonry and multi-story masonry buildings. Generally speaking, seismic capacity of 
structures is discussed by three key characteristics of the structure, strength, deformation 
capability, and energy dissipation capacity. Based on the research results, it has proved that 
by these methods, deformation capacity and energy dissipation capacity of structures can be 
improved drastically and by FRP+PP-band mesh and Splint and Bandage+PP-band methods, 
strength can also be improved. With the PP-band method, retrofitting cost is approximately 30 
USD per single-story housing unit with the floor area of 73 m2 if the house owners retrofit in 
Pakistan. In case of hiring masons, the cost is no more than 5% of the total building cost. 
 
In the affected area by the 2015 Gorkha earthquake, there is one two-story adobe masonry 
house with mud mortar, retrofitted by PP-band method by NSET in 2009. There are many 
severely damaged masonry structures around the retrofitted house and in spite of the fact that 
adobe masonry house with mud mortar is the world’s weakest type structure, damage to this 
house was very minor. Minor damage was seen at the bottom of the walls showing the effects 
of PP-band retrofit.  
 
Regarding the social approach for implementation of disaster resilient structures, I have 
proposed several social promotion systems by which people are encouraged to retrofit their 
own weak masonry structures. The methods are; 1) Two-step incentive promotion system, 2) 
Micro earthquake insurance based promotion system, 3) Government micro earthquake 
reinsurance based promotion system, and 4) Micro-finance based promotion system, etc. With 
all of these promotion systems, all stakeholders can get benefit by retrofitting weak structures 
and damage by the future earthquake can be drastically reduced. Due to limitation of the 
space, I cannot explain the detail of them, but I will introduce them in my lecture. 
 
On the research theme related to seismic retrofit of non-engineered masonry structures and 
their promotion systems, six PhD students successfully obtained PhD degrees and over 15 
Master students got Master degrees under my supervision so far. They carried out from very 
primitive research to full-scaled dynamic tests using shake table and numerical approaches. 
Based on their research results, we can say that all of these developed methods can enhance 
safety of both existing and new masonry buildings. Therefore each method can be one of the 
optimum solutions for promoting safer building construction in developing countries and 
contribute earthquake disaster mitigation in future. Now, PP-band retrofit methods are started 
to be used in Iran, Pakistan, Nepal, Indonesia and China, etc.  
 
5.2 Role of Private Sectors  

and A New Concept of Disaster Countermeasures from COST to VALUE 
 

As introduced in chapter 2, there are seven phases of disaster management and for each phase, 
there are three players, individuals and companies for self-help effort (SE), community and/or 
group for mutual assistance (MA), and national to local governments for public support (PS). 
For efficient improvement of disaster resilient capacity, strengthening of SE and MA is quite 
important. Therefore, some social system, which can give strong incentive to the players of 
SE and MA to promote their disaster management countermeasures, is necessary. As the 
organizations that establish such a system and make it popular, financial institutions, such as 
bank and insurance company, and mass media have high potentials.  
 



  
 

  

Lessons learned from past big earthquake disasters and comprehensive disaster management 
for implementation of disaster resilient society 

I would like to introduce a system that my former student working at Development Bank of 
Japan (DBJ) has established. This is a unique system called BCM (Business Continuity 
Management) rating project and I have been serving one of the members of its advisory board. 
Disaster countermeasures have been considered as ‘COST’ for many years. It is very difficult 
to keep high level disaster countermeasure when it is considered as ‘COST’. And people think 
that effects of disaster countermeasure can only be appeared when hazard happens. But by 
some system, if disaster countermeasures can be considered as ‘VALUE’, it gives incentive to 
the players of SE and MA to keep high level disaster countermeasure and it gives always 
benefit to them even without hazard.  
 
With the DBJ BCM rating project, capacity of BCM of client organization is carefully 
examined by evidence based evaluation method by DBJ and when the score of the evaluation 
result is high, so that organization is rated as A, highest rate for example. If this organization 
is a private company, DBJ can consider this company with high BCM rate as reliable business 
partner that will have less negative impact when some hazard happens. Therefore, DBJ can 
loan money to the company with lower interest than the other companies with low BCM rate. 
From the company’s viewpoint, continuation of high-level disaster countermeasure will give 
always benefit even in case that there is no hazard.       
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
For disaster reduction, knowledge on natural science and technological approach are very 
important. But in many cases, real problems cannot be solved by only knowledge on natural 
science and technological approach. It is necessary to integrate technological approach based 
on the knowledge of natural science and social approach based on the knowledge of social 
science, both of which should be locally feasible and acceptable. Disaster management related 
issues are typical examples. These problems can be solved by combining both technological 
and social approaches. We can drastically reduce earthquake damage by seven-phase 
well-balancing structural and non-structural countermeasures.  
 
Please imagine that you are killed due to an earthquake disaster. What would you like to say 
to your important persons who could survive? In general, politicians pay attention to the 
survived victims who can vote, however, this is different from essence of disaster 
management. Limited resources and energy should be used to reduce the number of people 
who will be affected before an earthquake rather than to take care of affected people. 
 
We cannot prevent earthquake occurrence. But earthquake does not kill people. Structures kill 
the people. Among all earthquake disaster measures, ‘damage mitigation’, structural issue, is 
the most important and efficient for reducing damage, especially casualties. Today’s 
poor-quality structures will be negative inheritance in next generations and attack their society. 
And today’s poor disaster management system will make that damage worse. But, we can 
create disaster resilient society by constructing disaster resilient built environment and by 
educating people of all generations to be disaster resilient with the collaboration of SE, MA, 
and PS based on understanding that importance of role of private sectors and change of mind 
on disaster countermeasures from COST to VALUE. 
 


